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ABSTRACT 

In this work, the Raman spectrophotometer HG.2S Jobin Yvon rebuilt and 

developed, the Raman setup provided as a gift for Neelian University from 

Amsterdam University. 

The main parts, which were replaced, include monochromator, an air-cooled 

photomultiplier tube RCA IP 28, log amplifier, handscanning, labVIEW card for 

computer interfacing. The components assembled and the whole device was tested 

successfully. 

The developed setup was checked using some standard solutions, which 

showed perfect consistency with literature in the references and published papers. 

Solutions included hexane, cyclohexane, Carbon tetrachloride, benzene and sodium 

sulfate . 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Spectroscopy 

Spectroscopy is the science that deals with the interaction of electromagnetic 

radiation with matter (James etal ,1999). 

The electromagnetic radiation must be absorbed ,emitted or scattered by the 

molecules, the radiations is analyzed as a beam of radiation from the source such as 

laser then passed through the sample , the electromagnetic radiation which existing 

the sample was measured ,for example in a vibrational absorption spectroscopy , the 

frequency of the radiation or the spectrum, can be produce and showing the intensity 

of the exiting radiation for each frequency.(Merlo Park, 1970 ) .The spectrum will 

show which frequencies of radiation of the molecule, will raise energy to a high 

vibratonal energy state. 

Each molecule will have it is own characteristic spectrum, this is making 

spectroscopy indispensable in analytical chemistry (Wessbuth etal, 1978). 

Electromagnetic radiations consists of oscillating electric and magnetic fields, 

both of these fields have the potentials to interact with molecules ,however the 

magnetic interaction is much less likely to cause transition to occur ,and so the 

electric effect dominate ,usually in rotational and vibrational spectroscopy transition 

of interest are those involving the interaction, between the electric dipole moment of 

the molecule and the electric field of the radiation ,for strong interaction between the 

molecule and radiation .The electric dipole moment must oscillate at the same 

frequency as the electric field (John R etal, 1994). 

In absorption spectroscopy, the photon transfer the energy to the molecules, 

resulting in transition to a higher energy state or to a lower energy state and the 

energy lost in this process emitted as photons (James etal, 1999). 

Molecular posses electronic, vibrational and rotational energy state, for each 

electronic state there is a set of vibrational states and for each of these is associated a 

set of rotational states (D.W.Ball,2001 ). 

Many of this states include transitions between specific range used for studies 

of chemicals species and are observed by monitoring the absorption or emission of 
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electromagnetic radiation ,composed from discrete packets of energy which we call 

photon (James's eta/, 1999 ). 

1.2 Raman spectroscopy 

The Indian physict C.V Raman discovered that the wavelength of small 

fraction of the radiation , scattered by certain molecules, differ from that of the 

incident beam and further more that, the shift in wavelength depend upon the 

chemical structure of the molecules, responsible for the scattering . The difference 

between the incident light and scattered light is called Raman shift in wave number 

(cm"1) (J.A.Kaningestin, 1972). 

Raman spectroscopy is a powerful analytical tool in the quantitative analysis 

of complex mixtures, for locating various functional groups, or chemical bond in 

molecules and for the elucidation of a molecular structure (D.W.Ball, 2001). 

Raman effect had become the principle method of nondestructive chemical 

analysis, for both organic and inorganic compounds ,the unique spectrum from 

Raman scattered light for any particular substances serves as fingerprint, that could be 

used for qualitative analysis and mixtures of materials, the intensity of the spectral 

lines was related to the a mount of the substances (James.Hibben,1930) 

Raman spectrum recorded in the following ways: 

A\ By focusing the spectrum from prism, or grating onto a photographic plate and 

measuring lines intensities using external equipment. 

B\ By focusing the spectrum produced by the monochromator, on to the detector 

amplifying the detected signal and recording it (Rich and James, 2002) 

1.3 Historical review of Raman spectroscopy 

The invention and scientific development of Raman techniques, passed through 

different steps. During this progressive development it faces many problems, due to 

the nature of it is weak signal, strong physical and mathematical methods used to 

overcome all the problems, to build this powerful analytical instalment. The 

predication of the molecular light scattering is starting at 1922 by Smekal, Kramers 

and Heisenberg, Carbons and Dirac by studying the physics and mathematical models 

of scattered light. (C.E news, 1999). 

In 1928 (C.V) Raman recorded Raman spectra ,by using filter sunlight ,prism 

spectroscope and he depended on his visual observation to detect weak signal by 

photographic plate , Raman noted that the source of light must be more intense , thus 
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he suggested other source to be used . Raman record many spectra, like benzene, 

tetrachloride, by volume of sample equal to 600ml, the time of the sample takes 24 

hours. 

In the 1930 C.V Raman awarded Nobel prize by address that "the character of 

the scattered radiations enables us to obtain an insight into the ultimate structure of 

the scattering substance." After this discovery, the Raman effect was done 

extensively and many papers in the scientific literature published. 

Physics' were using these techniques to study the vibration, rotation and 

structure of molecules, at the same time, chemists became interested in the Raman 

effect as an analytical tool by James Hibben (James, 1939) the early work in Raman 

concentrate on organic, liquids and gases. These scientific developments push up the 

research direction in Raman spectrophotometer. 

Weakness of Raman signal created some problems affected the enhancement 

of Raman spectrophotometer, such as stability and source intensity. In the 1952 the 

Toronto Arc lamps is used this lamp designed by "stockiest in Toronto" it content a 

mercury as source ,filters, mirrors, cooling water ,he make a coupling between 

samples and spectrograph. The intensity of the source is 50 watt and the emission 

lines of the source is 435.8nm (Prof.Paul archives). 

Real technical development started in the begin of sixteenth of this century by 

discovering of commercial continuous wave laser, In 1962 Tweenes suggested laser 

as light source for Raman spectrophotometer. Weber &proto made the first 

measurement with the laser source to be applicable for analytical methods, by using 

the photomultiplier tube (PMT) detector IP 28 type (Fran etal, 2003). 

Laser selected as source for Raman due to their monochromatic, coherencey 

that not only could serve as exploring the properties of the molecule, but could also 

induce dramatically new effects by illuminating the sample and excite the molecule 

to vibrate (Kathy etal, 1998). 

Nd :YAG laser (Nadumin Yitrum Aluminum Garneted ) which give an output 

at 1064nm in the infrared region, solve the problem of the fluorescence used in 

Raman spectrophotometer , ion laser such as kr+ and Ar+ also ,but the main problem 

of all above types, are their needed for cooling system and high maintenance cost 

.therefore are not practical for routine analysis (Moh etal,2002) . 

Major scientific development of the Raman spectrophotometer, done during 

the time between the 1990 to 2000. In this time period FT -Raman was demonstrated 
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by chase and Robitt ,bench top system was develop by Diolor and the laser diode 

sources and intensified charge to couple device(ICCD) are used (Sweedler eta/, 1998) 

In the beginning of the twenty-one century UV Raman microscope find the way to 

the many scientific and research applications as sophisticated instrument tool. 

These methods become even more valuable with the advancement of modern 

computers and lasers, it is current use range from the nondestructive identification of 

minerals to the early detection of life threatening diseases (Fran etal, 2003). 

1.4 Raman spectrophotometer 

Instrumentation for modern Raman spectroscopy consists of four component 

namely intense source, a sample -illumination system, suitable spectrometer and 

detection system. In the modern Raman spectrophotometer most widely Raman 

source is a laser sources like He-Ne ,argon laser ,pulsed nitrogen laser due to highly 

monochromatic nature ,and high beam flux this is necessary as the Raman effect is 

weak. The type of laser required depends on the Raman technique and samples to use. 

(R.S khandpour, 2006). 

1.4.1 Raman spectrometer: 

It was explained that (John eta/,1994).The intensity of Raman lines, is much 

weaker than exciting line, an excellent optical system would be needed to ensure stray 

light rejection, this important if it is required to measure real signal and reject the 

Raleigh lines, this is achieved by using two or three monochromators, the use of 

holographic grating and multiple slits , enable to ensure proper levels of luminosity 

1.4.2 The detection system: 

Most common photomultiplier (PMT) tube and charge to couple detector 

(CCD), provide excellence sensitivity, low noise and large dynamic range, a single 

channel detector required point by point, spectral data acquisition and long scan time 

Multichannel detectors such as CCD assuming more popularity ,with their 

obvious a advantage for time resolved measurement, fast spectral data acquisition 

time , multichannel detectors offer several advantages over PMT tubes for many 

application as the permits the collection of large portion of vibration spectrum in 

second. (R.S Khanpour 2006). 

1.5 Advantages of Raman spectrophotometer 

1- Non- destructive and non- contacting 

2- Requires no sample preparation 
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3-Samples can be analyzed through plastic samples bags or glass bottles, on almost 

Particles as small l / / m t o 2 / / m a cross can be studied routinely. 

5-low frequency shifts of inorganic molecules are easily accessible allowing study of 

paint chip. 

1.6 Applications of Raman spectroscopy 

The above advantages and its highly specific nature, mean that Raman has 

become a very powerful tool for analysis and chemical monitoring. Depending upon 

instrumentation, it is a technique, which can be used for the analysis of solids, liquids 

and solutions and can even provide information on physical characteristics, such as 

crystalline phase and orientation, polymorphic forms and intrinsic stress. Thus it used 

in many applications as below. 

1.6.1 Analysis and Monitoring of chemicals 
There are distinct number of advantages, when using Raman for analysis and 

monitoring of chemicals .Raman can be used to analyses aqueous solutions since it 

doesn't suffer from the large water absorption effect found with FT techniques, the 

intensity of spectral features in solutions ,is directly proportional to the concentration 

of the particular species ,it requires little or no sample preparation .it doesn't need the 

use of Nujol ,or KBr materials such as glass this advantages and its highly specific 

nature ,mean that Raman has became a very powerful tool for analysis and chemical 

monitoring .Depending upon instrumentation ,it s technique which can be used for the 

analysis of solids ,liquids and solutions and can be even provide information on 

physical characteristics such as crystalline phase and orientation .Polymorphic forms 

,and intrinsic stress (Valteni,1998). 

1.6.2 Medical applications 
Raman spectroscopy has been recently applied , ex vivo and in vitro to address 

various biomedical issues , such as the early detection of cancers ,monitoring of the 

effect of various agents on skin determination of atherosclerotic plaque composition 

,and rapid identification of pathogenic micro organisms .this leap the number of 

applications and number of groups active in this field has been facilitated by several 

technological advancement,lasers charge coupled detector ,and fiber optics probes -

in vivo for hair ,skin ,nail,eyelashes and model substrate (T.Tu,1998 ). 
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1.6.3 Semiconductors: 
Raman spectroscopy is one of the most important tools for investigations of 

Expotial silicon Germanium (Si-Ge ) layer ,and degree of relaxation of the Si Ge layer 

,and the characteristic of the stress induced in the silicon layer ,it is very sensitive for 

stress measurement, especially in silicon layers ,as the frequencies of the Raman 

modes are directly correlated to the stress applied to the crystals by measuring the 

Raman modes of the Si-Si-Si,Si-Ge and Ge -Ge bands . 

The choice of the laser excitation is of critical importance for the investigation, 

as penetration depth and probed volume are strongly correlated to the laser 

wavelength (Valteni, 1998). 

1.6.4 Combustion 

The determination of species concentrate and temperature in combustors, is one 

of the most important and excitation applications of Raman spectroscopy .The 

combustion medium can be probed remotely and no intrusively ,with high spatial and 

temporal resolution ,to yield information on temperature and species such as 

N2,02,C02,H20,H2,CH4, and so on all can be detected by Raman scattering 

(Kathy, 1998). 

1.6.5 Biology and Biophysics 

Raman scattering is important tool in biology particularly for elucidating the 

structure and dynamic of macromolecules ,and is used to determine molecular and 

even simple organism ,also has become important identification and characterization 

of photolytic and reactive intermediate in proteins kinetics ,Raman spectra is situ of 

the eye lens of an anesthetized rabbit .Raman has been used to detect and identify a 

algae in water(Valteni,1998). 

1.6.6 Remote Sensing 

Raman scattering is used for remote sensing ,by using pulsed laser of 

nanosecond pulses as excitation source ,while optical telescope located at the Raman 

shift light which is backscattered ,also to measure atmospheric temperature at up to 1 

km altitude ,analyzing rotational Raman spectra of N2, and 02, to get this 

information(Squyes eta/, 1998). 
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1.6.7 Industrial applications 

The new advancements in measuring of the Raman spectra lead to 

Developments in the industrial application such as Raman spectrum by Fourier 

transform fiber optics, modern detectors, and Raman microscopy (1998, Valteni). 

1.7 problem of the study 

Raman system of the JOBIN YVON is available in the laser lab at faculty of science 

and technology ,AL-Neelian University incomplete to be operated and used. 

1.8 Objectives 
1- Rebuilding the system 

2- design data acquisition system . 

2- Maintain the instrument to be controlled electronically. 

4- Calibration of the instrument by known samples . 

1.9 Importance of this research 

Importance of the research came from many reasons, first that there are no 

such analytical instruments for Raman spectroscopy studies in the Sudan. 

Second previous studies have been done in a theoretical mode, therefore the 

important of this study to add a new research in the field of special instruments. 

Third, the importance came from that we want to rebuilding and develop a 

reliable instrument, such as Raman spectrophotometer, by using our local facilitates 

to fulfill the requirement of the functionality, in order to save time and money. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 The electromagnetic waves 

In 1854 Michael Farady showed that, under certain conditions light waves, 

passing through a material medium, were affected by a magnetic field, it was known 

that there was an inseparable connection, between magnetism and electricity .Farady 

gave a strong expression, that light well have electrical properties 

Electromagnetic radiation, propagates through space as a wave and it is 

characterized for practical purpose by a single wavelength ,the distribution of energy 

a among various constituent waves called the spectrum of radiation ,the adjective 

spectral implies a dependence on wavelength ,various regions of the electromagnetic 

are referred to by a particular names such as Gamma ray ,X-ray ,ultraviolet ,visible 

,infrared and Radio wave . 

In 1890 Max Planck was able to prove that the atoms emitted light in discrete 

quantities rather than in a continuous manner ,according to blank, the energy E of a 

quantum of electromagnetic radiation is proportional to the frequency of the radiation 

E = h v (2-1) 

Where h is the constant of proportionality Planck constant equal to 6.63*10" 

Js"1 ,(v) is frequency of radiation 

The electromagnetic radiation has the same property such as velocity , 

diffraction, it never deflect by electric or magnetic field from the difference in 

different portions of spectrum .it defined as simple harmonic wave, from the equation 

Y=Asin« (2-2) 

co =2 it v 

The change of distance with time from the equation is given as 

X= ct (2-3) 

Y=Asin2 it v t =Asin2 it v x/c 

The equation (2.1) is connected to the frequency by the speed of light (c) and t is time 

v=dk (2-4) 

X is wavelength. 

The wavenumber is the reciprocal of wavelength. 
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v'=VA, (2-5) 

(Mohamm,etal,2002). 

2.2 Dipole radiation 

Dipole consists of equal amounts of positive and negative electrically charged 

particles separated by distance .The dipole is electrically neutral ,but will be emitted 

away from each other with frequency f. 

Atoms and molecules consist of equal numbers of negatively charged 

electrons, and positively charged protons .The atoms and molecules are thus 

electrically neutral .When electromagnetic waves are incident on atoms or molecules 

,the electron are driven to oscillate in a direction opposite to the proton ,hence the 

incident radiation sets up the dipole oscillation, this causes a re-radiation of an 

electromagnetic waves of the same wavelength as the incident waves, the re-radiation 

light propagates out, in the allowed direction and is a major component of scattered 

light. (Michael, 2002). 

2.3 Molecular spectra 

There are three basic types of optical spectra that can be observe form 

molecules 

1- Electronic or vibration spectra, which involves transition between a specific 

vibrational and rotational level of another electronic state. 

2- Vibrational or vibrational rotational spectra, which involve transition from the 

rotational levels of one vibrational in the same electronic state. 

3- Rotational spectra, where the transitions are between rotational levels of the 

same electronic state. 

2.4 Light scattering 

Light scattering is a term, which deals with physical process, involving the 

interaction of light and matter. Due to this interaction, light incident on an ensemble 

of particles crystals, aerosols, molecules and atoms, it is partially deflected in the 

direction deviating from the incident direction. (B.krupp and G.Strube 2001). 

Light scattering is a linear interaction with matter, lead to decreasing of the 

transmitted intensities (Itran), it can be calculated from the incident intensity (Iinc). 

The intensity of transmitted light given by the below equation: 
T _ T - (T sett N scat Zint ,^ ^x 
-Itran-iincC \A~v) 
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Where the density of scattering particles (NSCatt), ( Zjnt) is the number per volume the 

interaction length , scattering cross -section ( a scat) measured in cm2 this cross-section 

is not a function of the incident intensity in a linear case. 

If the propagation direction of the photon is changed, it is energy observe 

elastic scattering as Rayliegh and Mie scattering ,when the photon energy and 

frequency are changed such as Brilliuon and Raman scattering we have inelastic 

scattering ,but can also reach about 1% in other process ,coherent scattering occurs if 

the scattered and incident light have a fixed phase relation . 

There are many types of techniques based on light scattering such as Raman 

spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction, Rayliegh and photon correlation spectroscopy. 

Mie and Rayliegh scattering is classified as elastic scattering it occurs in 

volumes of randomly oriented particles .They are used extensively in heat and mass 

transfer measurements (J.Frisval,2007). 

Inelastic process has connected with permanent energy exchange. The energy 

of the matter after the interaction, is higher or lower than the original state .Due to 

conservation of total energy, the energy of emitted radiation has changed as well as 

resulting in a change of frequency . 

The only real inelastic scattering process appear clearly in Raman scattering 

,the scattering process can be described as a collision process between a photon and 

electron of the scattering matter ,part of the photon energy is used to move the 

electron with a certain speed in a certain direction .The photon is also deflected in the 

opposite direction and contains less energy. 

Brilluin scattering results from statistical density fluctuations due to a 

acoustical vibrations in the scattering medium .This fluctuation travel at local speed of 

sound and with the frequency of the scattered light, the relative velocity of the density 

fluctuation waves depend on the angle of observation. 

2.4.1 Mie Scattering 

The Mie scattering process is based on a change of the electrical and magnetic 

properties in the vicinity of the scattering .In the large size of the particles reflection 

and diffraction can be considered beside the a actual scattering of the particles .The 

radiation resulting from the interaction between a single particle and an incident light 

are changes phase amplitude and polarization ,in addition the light wave coming from 
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different spots of the particle interferes and a characterized field of radiation is 

formed. 

In practical applications usually only the order of magnitude of the scattering 

intensity needs to be known ,this depend mainly on the incident wavelength . 

Mie scattering used in many applications, mainly in the flow visualization and the 

determination of particles size (J.Frisval,2007). 

2.4.2 Rayleigh scattering 

Rayleigh scattering is occur when the light is scattered by particles are smaller 

than wavelength of the incident light. The size of a scattering particle is parametrized 

by the ratio x of its characteristic dimension r and wavelength X.( C.F. Bohren, 

eto/,1983). 

X=2x/A (2-7) 

Rayleigh scattering can be defined as scattering in small size parameter regime. 

X D 1 .The amount of Rayleigh scattering that occurs to a beam of light is dependent 

upon the size of the particles and the wavelength of the light, the scattering 

coefficients , and hence the intensity of the scattered light, varies for small size 

parameter inversely with the fourth power of the wavelength. Scattering from larger 

spherical particles is explained by the Mie theory as described above for arbitrary size 

parameter x including small size parameter in this case Mie theory reduces to 

Rayleigh approximation (M. Mishchenko etal,2002). 

The intensity / of light scattered by a single small particle from a beam of 

unpolarized light of wavelength X and intensity I0 is given by: 

I=I0(l+cos26>)/2R2 (2W/l)4((n2-2)/(n2+2))2 (2.8) 

where R is the distance to the particle, 6 is the scattering angle, n is the refractive 

index of the particle, and d is the diameter of the particle. 

The angular distribution of Rayleigh scattering, governed by the (l+cos2(9) 

term, is symmetric in the plane normal to the incident direction of the light, and so the 

forward scatter equals the backwards scatter. Integrating over the sphere surrounding 

the particle gives the Rayleigh scattering cross section as: 

as=( In 5/3)(d6/ X 4)((n2-l)/(n2+2))2 (2-9) 
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As with all wave effects, in incohrent scattering the scattered powers add 

arithmetically, while in coherent scattering, such as if the particles are very near each 

other, the fields add arithmetically and the sum must be squared to obtain the total 

scattered power(M. Kerker.eta/,1969), the laws of diffraction and refraction are not 

applicable to Rayleigh scattering .There are two models to describe the interaction of 

the incident light and molecule .One is the oscillating dipole and the other is 

simplified quantum mechanical model ,the molecule first absorbs one photon of the 

incident radiation ,raising it to a virtual state of energy ,since this state is extremely 

unstable ,the molecule immediately return to it is original state of energy. The 

absorbed and emitted energies are equal .The emitted light has the same frequency as 

the incident light, mainly Rayleigh scattering applied to obtain density or temperature 

measurement in gases and gaseous mixtures.( P. W. Barber, 1990). 

2.5 Raman Scattering 

Raman scattering occurs as a result of the interaction of the light wave with 

vibrational transitions of the medium .Raman scattering is caused either by the 

incident light photon emitting a phonon and re-radiating the remaining energy as 

another photon or by a phonon being absorbed and the energy added to the incident 

photon energy and re-emitted as scattered photon. 

Raman scattering generally involves transition amongst energy levels of the 

incident light ,the two levels are most often vibrational levels ,whilst the energies of 

absorbed and emitted photons are commonly in or near to visible range hence the 

effect provide the facility for obtaining vibration spectra using visible light .In general 

the stokes Raman transition from level Eo to Ei results in scattering of a frequency 

given by: 

vs=v - AE/h (2-10) 

Where AE=E|-E0 and the corresponding anti stokes transition from E] to produce 

frequency: 

v s=v + AE/h (2-11) 

Thus each allowed Raman coupling produce two frequencies in the spectrum of 

scattering light ,shifted to the negative and positive side of the dominant Rayleigh line 

by the same a mount A v = A E/h. 
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The frequency of Raman scattering light V R ^ I followed from the frequency of 

the incident light Vjnt and the frequency VVib,m of the molecular vibration m by: 

Raman frequency VRscatt=Vinc ± (Pvib Vvib, m) (2-12) 

With m=one, 2 ...limited by the number of normal vibrations of the system and the 

number Pvib=one limited by the number of vibrations up to ionization limit of the 

system. 

The Raman effect requires sufficient interaction of the electric field, which 

oscillate 1000 times with vibration of the material ,via the nonresonant interaction of 

the electrons in the matter .Thus only a few vibrations of the matter are usually 

Raman active and only a few of these frequencies show deflected intensities 

traditionally the vibrational frequencies were measured as wavenumber in cm"1, 

which is 1/wavelength 

2.5.1 Classical model of Raman scattering 

The interaction of the electric light field with vibration of the matter is affected 

via the induced polarization in the substances .thus the oscillating dipole moment can 

be additionally modulated by the Vjnc 

The polarizabilty of molecule given by equation: 

jUi=aB (2-13) 

Where E is the electric field, JJ. \ is the dipole moment, a is the polarizability. 

The polarizability make a distortion in the electronic cloud of the molecule ,the 

electric field generate dipole moment vibrate by the same frequency of the field 

therefore the intensity of electric field for the electromagnetic radiation (laser) varied 

with time equation as below 

E=E0cos2/rtv0 (2-14) 

If the incident radiation v0 interact with a molecule, from the equation (2-12) 

and (2-13) 

// ,= a E0cos 2 n VQ (2-15) 

Suppose that status of the diatomic molecule vibrate by frequency v ,the molecule is 

move as simple harmonic motion ,the displacement of nucleolus is in the direction of 

vibration in the time t given by relation 

qv=q0cos2 7ztvy (2-16) 

Where qo is amplitude of vibration, qv is the displacement of nucleolus. 
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When the polarizability changed during the vibration the value of vibration amplitude 

given by: 

a=ao+(d a/dqv)oqv (2-17) 

a o is polarizability in equilibrium state, 8 a Id qv means the rate of the polarizabilty 

change due to the nucleolus displacement. By substituting the equation (2-15) in 

equation (2-16) 

a =a o+ (d a Idqv)oqocos2 ;rtvv (2-18) 

The interaction of incident light by frequency v 0 with molecule, is obtained from the 

equation (2.14) 

/u i= a oE cos2 n t v (2-19) 

jur aoEocos 2 7rtv0 + (d a /3qv)Eoqo cos2 n\vs cos 2 n\ vQ 

We use the identity for the product of two cosines 

By: cosx*cosy = {cos(x+y)+cos(x-y)}/2 

The later equation become 

ju j= a 0E0 cos 2 n t v o +(3 a I d qv)o(Eoqo/2)* [cos2 n (v 0 + v v) t+cos2 n (v 0 - v v)t] 

(2-20). 

First term (or oEo cos 2 ;r t v o ) express Rayleigh scattering, the second term 

(3 a-/<3qv)o(Eoqo/2)*[cos2;r(vo +^v) t+cos2^(v0 -^vW is stokes and anti stokes 

scattering. v0+vv means anti-stokes, v0- vv stokes scatter 

The equations reflects that for the Raman to be active only in condition d a Id qv)o^ 0 

shall not equal zero otherwise it will give Rayleigh scattering(Ferro,1994). 

2.5.2 Quantum model of Raman scattering 

Raman effect is collision between photons and molecules, the energy before 

collision is given by: 

E=hv (2-21) 

After the collisions 

E'=hv • (2.22) 

Consider the Ek,Vo,Em,V'o states energy and the molecule velocity before and after 

collision ,from the law of conversion energy we obtain 

hvo+mvo/2 +Ek=hvo'+mv0/2+Em (2-23) 

By simplifying the equation 

Av =v o-v =Ek-Em/h 
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In Raman effect light scatter by frequency Vo if we compared it with excitation 

radiation, therefore the frequency of scattered light must be less, equal or greater than 

excitation frequency. 

A v =v o-v '<0 

This means that the energy of the primary level grater than the energy of final state 

EK>Em, photon gain energy. 

(hv0 +Ek-Em) from the energy of the incident photon, the additional energy product 

from the transition between k level to m (Ek>Em) this illustrate anti stokes scattering. 

When the Av=0 zero, no change in energy molecule, this describe Rayleigh 

scattering. 

The last case is A v = v 0-' v o>0, this equation illustrate stokes energy. The quantum 

model of Raman successes to express all the transitions and lines in Raman. 

2.5.3 Requirement for Raman scattering 

The selection rules for Raman scattering are determined by evaluating the 

transitions moment, this lead to following equation of polarizability. 

//=//o+(qo-qv)(<?///<?qv)+l/2 \S2fi/Sqv
2) (2-24) 

/u o is permanent dipole, qo is the internuclear distance, and qv is the equilibrium bond 

distance. 

R= J T j * {a o+(qo-qv)( 8a 18 qv)} V ,dt 

The equation reduce to 

R= J V i* {(q-qv) ( 8a 18 qv)} *F jdt (2-25) 

The equation (2-.25) describe that there must be a change in polarizability during 

vibration in order for Raman lines. 

2.5.4 Depolarization ratios 

The wave number of the Raman shifts observed in molecules provide 

qualitative and structural information .The radiant power of Raman scattering provide 

quantitative information ,Raman measurement can yield an additional factor called 

depolarization ratio ,that is useful in structure elucidation, if the incident beam is 

polarized as it is with laser source, the Raman scattered radiation can be polarized to 

various degeneracy depend on the nature of the active vibration. 

The depolarization ratio 

P = ( < D R ) 1 / ( < D R ) D (2-26) 
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Where (OR) JL is the Raman radiation power polarized perpendicular to the 

polarization of the original beam. 

The depolarization ratio can give information about the symmetry of the vibration 

involved. 

2.5.5 Raman Intensities 

It is very difficult to give expression in relation to the Raman intensity to 

molecular parameter, the following equation give some important factors that 

influence the radiant power of Raman scattering O R: 

O Re a (v ex) v ex
4E0nie-

E/KT (2-27) 

Where a (Vex) is the Raman cross section in cm"1,^ is the number density in state i, 

And the exponential is the boltzman factor for state i, a (v ex) is on the order 

of 10"29 cm"1 for a good Raman scattering. 

The strength of Raman lines depend on the square of polarizablity derivate a (v ex) is 

proportional to {da /dqv} .practically the intensities measured depend on a average of 

the polarizability derivative for isotropic (liquid and gases) .For a sample such as a 

single crystal ,the radiant power depend on the specific crystal orientation . 

Raman intensity is also proportional to the source irradiation E0,as shown in previous 

equation for this reason ,laser sources have replaced conventional sources in modern 

Raman spectrometers, the radiant power of Raman scattered radiation is usually 

directly proportional to the concentration of the active species . 

2.5.6 Why laser in Raman 

Laser sources in resent years have replace the conventional sources in Raman 

spectrometer there are several reasons, why laser are mainly ideal for Raman 

measurements. 

First, the spatial coherence, directionality, and low divergence of the laser beam 

reduce some of optical constrains placed on instalment with conventional sources this 

permits scattering to be measured at very low angles. 

Second, the laser allows a high output power to be transmitted in a beam of low cross-

sectional area, this permits measurement to be made on small samples, the output of 

many laser beams are polarized, which has an advantage that it can be used in many 

radiation scattering measurements. 

The selection criteria mainly depend on, the specific condition of the 

investigated medium .For investigation of liquids .stationary flow fields only need 
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low power and no time resolution are required .for investigation of highly 

unsatationary processes in gases ,such as combustion phenomena ,pulsed high power 

lasers with short pulse duration are needed .If such a high power laser was used for 

investatigation in liquids the high energy density would immediately cause local 

evaporation and therefore make measurements impossible . 

When choosing a suitable laser, the possibility of interference of the Raman 

signals with laser induced fluorescence, at certain laser wavelengths should be 

considered, with increasing availability of tunable lasers .This problem become less 

important criteria for appropriate lasers ,are the band width and the degree of 

polarization of the light .Raman effect involves a constant shifts in wave number 

rather than emission of signals , at specific wavelength .This means that the band 

width of the scattered light is at least as large as that of the laser beam ,the bandwidth 

of the laser therefore should be lower than the distance, between the two neighboring 

lines that are to be resolved , the polarization of the laser light is important for 

intensity of the Raman signal, scattered in the direction of observation .The highest 

intensity is scattered in the direction perpendicular to both the direction of the laser 

beam and the plain of polarization. 

2.6 Raman techniques 

Raman techniques is possible to illustrate by linear or nonlinear interaction 

between light and matter ,in the linear interaction the relation change of the intensity 

is not a function of the intensity .thus in the conventional optical experiment the 

applied incident intensity is not important and not even resonance, this contrast to 

nonlinear interaction which are crucially depends on the incident intensity . 

Nonlinear interaction effect in optics offer the possibility of generating or 

manipulating light in almost any manner .the laser itself producing light not available 

in nature ,here we briefly describe main techniques in Raman . 

2.6.1 Raman resonance 

Resonance in the Raman is occur when multiple ,or sum or difference 

combinations ,of the incident frequency match the frequency of certain Raman spectra 

obtained when the frequency of the exciting radiation typical or with is in the region 

of an electronic absorption bands ,are called Raman resonance spectra .it shows a 

significant enhancement of some of the Raman lines. Resonance Raman lines can be 

102 to 106 times more intense than in ordinary vibrational modes that couple with 
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electronic transition that is ,those vibration exhibit a large change in equilibrium 

geometry upon electronic excitation are enhance this usually means that enhancement 

are observed for totally symmetric vibrations that are couple for two electronic states 

.As a result of enhancement ,Resonance Raman provide low detection limit 

.Resonance Raman spectra are often quite simple ,only the bands related to the 

chromographic group in a molecule are enhanced. 

In resonance Raman effect ,the incident photon is absorbed ,promoting an electron 

into an excited vibronic state 

Fluorescence emission can be a major interferes in resonance Raman 

spectrometry ,the fluorescence appear as absorbed background signal ,which can 

absorbs the resonance Raman signal ,it can be enhanced relative to fluorescence by 

time resolution techniques .The Raman effect can substantially improve the selectivity 

of Raman measurement on complete molecular .Because an electronic transition is 

somewhat localized in one part of a complex molecule ,band of the chromospheres are 

can be observed with little interfere from other Raman bands. 

2.6.2 Stimulated Raman scattering 

Stimulated scattering process are nonlinear interaction in which an incident 

wave at frequency winc is converted to scattered wave at a different frequency wscatt. 

The difference in photon energy between the incident and scattered frequencies is 

taken up or supplied by the nonlinear medium ,which undergoes a transition between 

two of internal energy level .If the medium is initially in the ground state ,the 

scattered wave is at lower frequency than the incident wave and the medium is excited 

to one of it is internal energy level during the interaction .this term give stokes shift. 

If the medium is initially in an excited state the scattered wave is at higher frequency 

than the incident wave and the is deexcited during the interaction which it is energy 

being given to the scattered wave .this term illustrate anti stokes scattered wave shift 

to higher frequencies . 

Stimulated Raman scattering can occur in solids, liquids, gases and plasmas. It 

involves frequencies shifts ranging from several ten of centimeters for rotational 

scattering in molecules to tens of thousand of reciprocal centimeters for electronic 

scattering in gases .stimulated Raman scattering is commonly used for generation of 

coherent radiation at the stokes wavelength ,amplification of an incident wave at the 

stokes wavelength, reduction of beam aberrations , non linear spectroscopy (,and 
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generation of tunable infrared radiation through polarization scattering . Back ward 

stimulated Raman scattering can be used for wave generation , amplification , pulse 

compression and phase conjugation (see section IV, A) the susceptibility for 

stimulated Raman scattering in molecules or atoms is given by 

X = -[i /6r^(l- iA/r)]*[S//0 / / i{l /(«io-«L)+l/ /(«io+«L)}2(2-28) 

Where co- {coi -cos) is the detuning from the Raman resonance, Tthe line width of 

the Raman resonance transition , co 10 the frequency of the transition from level i to 

level 0 ,and /u oi the dipole moment for the transition between levels 0 and i . 

Amplification of an incident Stockes wave generally occurs for exponential 

gains up to about e8 to elO, corresponding to small signal amplifications of the order 

of 3000 to 22,000 although under some condition stable gains up to el 9 can be 

obtained . Raman amplifiers of this type are use to increase the power in the Stockes 

beam . when the pump beam has a poor spatial quality due to phase or amplitude 

structure ,Raman amplification can be used to transfer the energy of the pump beam 

to the stokes beam without transferring the aberration ,thereby increasing the effective 

brightness of the laser system (Gradiner,1998). 

2.7 Raman spectrophotometer 

Raman spectrophotometer is one of the optical spectroscopic instruments, that 

are based upon the phenomena of emission, absorption, fluorescence, phosphoresce, 

and scattering. The differences between the instruments are in the configuration of 

optical systems. So many of their basic components are remarkably similar, and the 

required properties of these components are the same in all instruments. 

Typically any spectroscopic instruments contain five components including: 

A/Stable source of radiant energy 

B/ Transparent container for holding samples. 

C/ Device that isolates a restricted region of the spectrum measurement 

spectrometer. 

D/Radiation detector contains a transducer, which converts radiant energy to 

usable electrical signal. 

E/ Signal processing (amplifiers, controls and readout unit) 

Modern Raman instrument employs laser as an excitation source of light. It 

also uses computers for data acquisition and control. (Willard H.H1988) 
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2.7.1 Raman spectrometer 
Spectrometer is an instrument that measures the distribution of radiation 

from a broadband source. Its principal components are a monochromator, a source of 

radiant power (laser source), as described in the previous section and detector such as 

a silicon detector, a photomultiplier tube or other multichannel detector. 

The Raman spectrum can be observed, by illuminating the sample with 

monochromatic light and observing the light scattered at right angles to the incident 

radiation .Raman intensities are approximately 10" from the incident light and 

therefore, the Raman spectrometer must employ intense source of radiation and high 

light gathering capability, coupled with freedom from extraneous scattered incident 

light .The Raman spectrum can be recorded in the following two different ways: 

A /by focusing the spectrum from the prism or grating, onto a photographic plate and 

measuring the line frequencies and intensities. 

B /By focusing the spectrum produced by monochromator on to a detector ,which 

amplifying the detected signal and recording it .This method has the advantage that 

the response to the Raman lines intensity is linear ,which greatly simplified 

quantitative analysis . See figure (2.1) laser -based spectrometer, 

figure (2.1). 

source 

Lasersources 

Monochromator or 

spectrograph single 

double triple 

detector 

sample 

Handscan 

single channel-PMT 

Multi-channel-

coupled device 

Display 

laser-basedpectrometer Block3-1 

figure (2.1) laser-based spectrometer 
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The diagram also shows some choices associated with the selection of a Raman 

system .The spectrometer was explained that the intensity of Raman lines is much 

weaker than the exciting line. Thus ,and excellent optical system would be needed to 

ensure stray light rejection .This is most important if it is required to measure close to 

the Raleigh line .This is usually achieved by using two or three monochromators. 

(R.Khanpours 2006). 

2.7.2 Light Sources 

The function of the light source is to generate a beam of radiation, which must 

have a sufficient power for detection and measurement. Its output should be stable, 

the radiant power of source varies exponentially with potential of the electrical 

supply. Thus a regulated power source is often needed to provide the required 

stability. The problem of the source stability overcame in some instruments by 

splitting the output radiation, into a reference beam and sample beam. The first passes 

directly to a transducer, while the second interacts with sample and is then focused on 

a matched transducer, the ratio of the output of the two transducers serve as analytical 

parameter. (R.S Khanpours 2006). 

In general there are two types of sources used in optical spectroscopy 

continuous and lines sources, the first has finite spectral width, e.g "white light" .In 

principle all wavelengths are present to the source, but in practice a continuum is 

almost a segment of a spectrum .Sometimes a continuous spectral segment may be 

only a few parts of nanometers wide and resembles a line spectrum .This source used 

in molecular absorption and atomic absorption. (Jean and John 2005). 

The lines sources emit few discrete lines, has infinitely narrow spectral width. 

So good sources include single mode lasers, this find use in Raman spectroscopy, 

refractometry and polarimetry (Willard H.H etl, 1988). 

In modern Raman spectrophotometer ,laser is used as photon source due to 

their highly monochromatic nature and high beam fluxes. This is necessary as the 

Raman effect is (10"8) times weaker than Raleigh scattering. 

The He-Ne laser, which emits highly monochromatic light at 632.8 nm, is 

commonly used as excitation source in the modern Raman spectrometer. It 

participates effectively in developing of Raman spectroscopy as analytical tool, 

especially in the applications that need low power. The output power of the He-Ne 
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laser in the range from (0.5-100) mW. Howard in 1986 introduced the argon -ion 

laser (Ar+ -ion) as a light source since then it has taken place in the Raman studies ( 

), also the usage of Nd: YAG and laser diode led to the development in Raman 

spectroscopy. 

Pulsed laser sources are broadly used in the nonlinear studies due to their high 

power output .it widely used in Raman resonance and enhanced Raman resonance ( 

There are many types of laser sources as described in the table (2-1 ) 

Type Wavelength (nm) Power 
He-Ne 632.8 5-100mw 

Ar+ 488.0,514 5-50 mW 
Argon cooled by water 315 0.1 -10W 
Argon multiple frequency 244, 257,229 15-200 mW 
Krypton 413.1 ,647.1,752. 0.1-4 W 
Nd:YAG 1064 0.1-10 W 
Nd:YAG multiple frequenc: 532.0 0.05 -5 W 
Diode 670-865 0.01 -1 W 

Table (2.1) laser sources for Raman spectrophotometer 

The correct selection of the laser wavelength can be an important consideration 

for Raman spectroscopy. With modern equipment, often several laser wavelengths 

may be employed so as to achieve the best detection of the Raman signal. For 

instance, many samples, especially those of an 'organic' or 'biological' nature will be 

quite fluorescent species. Exciting these samples with a green laser (532 nm) may 

promote this fluorescence. It may also remove any underlying Raman spectrum to 

such an extent that it is no longer detectable. In this instance, the use of a laser in the 

red (633 nm) or NIR (785 nm) may provide a solution. With the lower photon energy, 

a red or NTR laser may not promote the electronic transition (and hence no 

fluorescence) and so the Raman scattering may be far easier to detect. Conversely, as 

one increases the wavelength, from green to red to NIR, the scattering efficiency will 

decrease. Therefore longer integration times or higher power lasers may be required. 

Thus, it is often most practical to have a number of laser wavelengths available to 

match the various sample properties (Ferro, 1994). 

2.7.3 Sample compartment 
In the Raman spectrophotometer samples may be examined as solid, liquids, or 

in gas phase .All the samples are placed in sample compartment cells. So Raman 
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spectrum is easily obtained by using samples cell, the narrow and readily collimated 

laser beam can be simply focused into a capillary tube or cell containing the samples. 

In the case of gases, samples can be placed in a cavity. The solid samples are put in 

the capillary tubes. (R.S Khandpour 2006). 

Sample compartments should have the choice of interchangeable optics to 

operate in the VIS, UV and JJR. .Optical design should be optimized in order to lower 

stray light and negligible light leaks .The design of the sample compartment allows 

direct coupling to spectrometer slits, light sources and detectors.(Lean -lun etal 2003). 

2.7.4 Gratings 

Diffraction grating is one of the main elements in any spectroscopic because it 

Determine the resolution of the device (Francies and Henry 1979). 

A grating designed to operate either as transmission grating or reflection 

grating ,in transmission grating light is periodically transmitted into grooves which is 

serving as scattering centre .In the first case ,the grating is a transmission a amplitude 

grating functioning like slotted , in the second case ,the grating is called a 

transmission phase grating. 

In reflection grating ,the grooves faces are made highly reflecting , and the 

periodic incident light operate like the periodic transmission of waves from a 

transmission grating. 

The characteristic of plane diffraction grating can be most easily expressed by 

examining the simple case of plane for the transmission gating .consider 

monochromatic light incident normally to the plane of the grating, and a diffraction 

beam at angle of diffraction .The intensity of diffracted beam at an angle of diffracted 

beam is given by the equation: 

I=I(0)/n
2*(sin nku/sinku)2*(sin u/u)2 (2-29) 

Where u=(27z7/l)*l/2 a*sin6>, k=(a+b)/a and n is the total number of transmitting 

lines in the grating .a is the width of each transparent strips the width of each opaque 

strip. 

The formula generalize to the case of the reflecting grating and to the case of 

other than normal incidence .the first term in the intensity distribution will be 

recognized as that due to interference by n equally speed point sources . 

The second term is that diffraction grating of plane waterfront by any one of the slits 

of the grating. (J.F James ,1988). 
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There are many parameters and physical factors affect to he performance of the 

grating such as resolving power ,blazing, dispersion.. ..etc. 

2.7.5 Diffraction gratings in Raman spectrometers 
Diffraction gratings are manufactured either classically, with use of ruling 

engine, by burnishing grooves with a diamond stylus or holographic, with interference 

fringes generated at the intersection of two laser beams . 

Classically ruled gratings may be Piano or concave and possess grooves each 

parallel with the next .Holographic grating grooves may be either parallel or of 

unequal distribution ,in order to optimize system performance .Holographic grating 

are generated on Piano, spherical, toroidal and many other surfaces. (Lean -lun etal 

2003). 

A holographic grating is one of the products ,from emergence of laser 

technology, it is an optical design technique, rather than mechanical for forming 

gratings surfaces .They have greater perfection with respect to line shape and 

dimensions, in that they provide spectra that are free from stray light radiation and 

ghosts (double image ).In preparation of holographic gratings, the beams from pair of 

identical lasers, are brought to be at suitable angles upon glass surface coated with 

photo resist .The resulting fringes and interference fringes ,from the two beams are 

sense the photo resist, so that it can be dissolved away, the structure leaved grooved 

can be coated with aluminum or other reflecting substance to produce reflection 

gratings and the spacing of the grooves changing the two laser beam with respect to 

another ( Willard H.H etal ,1988 ). 

Another type of gratings is the blazed grating, is one in which the grooves of 

the diffraction grating are controlled to form right triangles with a blaze angle. 

Blazed gratings are manufactured to produce maximum efficiency at designated 

wavelengths. A grating may, therefore, be described as "blazed at 250 nm" or "blazed 

at 1 micron" etc. by appropriate selection. However, apex angles up to 110° may be 

present especially in blazed holographic gratings. The selection of the peak angle of 

the triangular groove offers opportunity to optimize the overall efficiency profile of 

the grating. (Lean -lun etal 2003). 
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2.7.6 Monochromators 
To understand how a complete monochromator system of Raman is 

characterized, it is necessary to start at the transfer optics that brings light from the 

source to illuminate the entrance slits see figure(2.2) 

Figure (2.2) a complete monochromator system of Raman spectrometer 

As -aperture stop 

LI-lens 1 

Ml-mirror 1 

M2-mirror 

Gl -grating 

P object distance to lens LI 

q- Image distance from lens LI 

S-areaofthe source 

S' -area of the image of the source 

An aperture stop (As) limits the opening slit through which a cone of light may 

pass and is usually located adjacent to an active collection optics, the exit pupil of the 

spectrometer is the image of the grating seen axially through M2 from the exit slit. 

(Lean -lun etal 2003). 

The slit of a monochromator play an important role, in determining its 

performance Characteristic and qualities. Slits jaws formed carefully by machining 

two places of metal placed to give sharp edges ,the edges of the slits are exactly 

parallel to one another and that they lie on the same plane .The entrance slit serves as 

a radiation source .Its image is ultimately focused on the surface that containing the 
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exit slit .If the radiation source consists a few discrete wavelengths ,a series of 

rectangular images appears at this surface as bright lines, each line corresponding to a 

given wavelength .If the entrance and exit slits are of the same size .the image of 

entrance slit will in theory just fill the exit slit, it is opening when the setting of the 

monochromater covers ponds to the wavelength of Radiation .Movement of 

monochramator in one direction or in the other, result in a continuous decreasing in 

emitted intensity .Zero being reached when the entrance slit image has been displaced 

by it Ml width ( Willard H.H etl ,1988 ). 

The variation of throughput and band pass with slits width, depend on the type 

of light source. 

There are three types of monochromator used in Raman spectrophotometer 

2.7.7 Single monochromator 
The single monochromator contains one grating which is not effective it in the 

rejection of stray light and dispersion of it. But it is useful when it is used with pulsed 

laser where the total number of photons per seconds is very low. So the throughput of 

monochromator will be high. See the Figure( 2.3). 

collection mirro 
entrance slits 

focusing mirror 

Figure( 2.3) Single monochromator 

2.7.8 Double monochromator 

Double monochromator use two grating and it has high dispersion ability and 

extremely good light rejection it work as a double subtractive. See figure 
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MS 

M4 

exit slits 

Figure (2.4) Double monochromator 

Ml, M2, M3 and M4 focused and collected mirrors.(Moh and Samira 2002). 

2.7.9 Triple Monochromator 

Triple monochromator is better than double monchromator in the stray light 

rejection, it has ability to record Raman lines near to the excitation lines, one of it is 

disadvantage is poor throughput. See figure (2.5 ). 
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entrance slils 

M3 

I / Ml 

Figure (2.5) Triple monochromator 

Ml, M2, M3 and M4 focused and collected mirror 

Gl, G2 and G3 grating. (Moh and Samira 2002). 

2.7.10 Types of monochromator configuration in Raman 

spectrophotom ete r 

There are two types of monochromator configurations in Raman first Fastie -

Ebert configuration and Czerny -Turner configuration 

A/Fastie -Ebert configuration 

Fastie -Ebert consists of one large spherical mirror and one plane diffraction 

grating see figure (2.6). 

A portion of the mirror first collimates the light which will fall upon the plane 

grating .A separate portion of the mirror then focuses the dispersed light from the 

grating into images of the entrance slits in the exit plane. 

It is an inexpensive and commonly used design, but exhibits limited ability to 

maintain image quality off axis due to system aberration, coma, astigmatism, and 

curved focal field. (Lean -lun etal 2003). 
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Spherical mirror 

Figure (2.6) Fastie -Ebert configuration 

B/Czerny-Turner Configuration 

The Czerny-Turner (CZ) monochromator consists of two concave mirrors and 

one Piano diffraction grating see Figure (3-7) .So the two mirrors function in the same 

separate capacities as the single spherical mirror of the Fastie-Ebert configuration, 

i.e., first collimating the light source (mirror 1), and second, focusing the dispersed 

light from the grating (mirror 2), the geometry of the mirrors in the Czerny-Turner 

configuration is flexible. 

By using an asymmetrical geometry, a Czerny-Turner configuration may be 

designed to produce a flattened spectral field and good coma correction at one 

wavelength. Spherical aberration and astigmatism will remain at all wavelengths. 

It is also possible to design a system that may accommodate very large optics. (Lean -

lunetal2003).Figure(2.7) 
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figure (2.7) Czerny Turner configuration of monochromator 

2.7.1 IChoosing of the Raman monochromator 

Select of Raman instrument based on : 

1-A system that will allow the largest entrance slits width for the required bandpass. 

2 -The highest dispersion. 

3-The largest optics affordable. 

4-Longest focal length affordable. 

5-Highest groove density that will accommodate the spectral range. 

6-Optics and coating appropriate for specific spectral range.7-Entrance optics which 

will optimize etendue. 

If the instrument is to be used at a single wavelength in a non-scanning mode, 

then it must be possible to adjust the exit slit to match the size of the entrance slit 

image. (Lean ,etal 2003). 

2.7.12 The throughput of the spectrometer and etendue 

The etendue is the ability of and optical system to accept light from the 

source, it is a limiting function of system throughput, and is determined by the 

optimize segment of the entire optical system. The etendue viewed as the maximum 

size of the instrument and the maximum light collection from the light source, this is 

governed by the light gathering power of the spectrometer . 
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The variation of throughput and bandpass with slits width depend on the type 

of light source. (Lean lun etal, 2003). 

2.7.13 The illuminating of the spectrometer 

The light source is focused into the entrance spectrometer ,to ensure that the 

first active optic is illuminated ,then the screen is placed between the entrance slit and 

first active optic or grating to check the image .if the screen is a uniform 

homogeneously illuminated if it not good adjust entrance optic until the image is seen 

probably. (Leanlun etal ,2003). 

2.7.14 Photomultiplier tube 

Photomultiplier tube is a vacuum phototube with additional amplification by 

electron multiplication. It consists of a photocathode is a negatively charged electrode 

coated with a photosensitive compound to increase the photoelectric properties. When 

the cathode is struck by light, electrons are emitted due to the photoelectric affect 

(Wikipedia,2008) and a series of dynodes, called a dynode chain on which a 

secondary-electron multiplication process occurs, and an anode, according to the 

desired response time, transit time, time spread, gain, or low dark current, different 

types of dynode structures have been developed, e.g. circular cage structure, linear 

focused structure, Venetian blind structure, box and grid structure. Some special 

dynode structures permit combination with additional electric or magnetic fields. A 

strip dynode photomultiplier tube consists of a photocathode followed by thin dynode 

material on an insulating substrate. In a continuous-strip photomultiplier, two strip 

dynodes are arranged in parallel. A potential applied to the ends of the two strips 

produces an electric field across the continuous strip dynodes, giving rise to electron 

multiplication along the dynodes. In a resistance-strip magnetic photomultiplier, use a 

uniform magnetic field that applied to the planes of the strips, so that the electrons 

travel in the crossed electric and magnetic fields. 

A channel photomultiplier tube photocathode consists of a channel electron 

Multiplier (CEM) system for the photoelectrons, and an anode to collect the final 

electron current. The basic part of the CEM is a tube with a semi conducting inner 

surface. In general it is curved in order to inhibit the acceleration of positive ions 

towards the photocathode. A number of small Channels called micro channels can be 

constructed in arrays for imaging applications. 
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The choice of phototube response depends on which laser line is used; the trial 

kali photocathode has about 7% quantum efficiency at 632.nm and falls in efficiency 

fourfold for every 1000 cm. (IUPAC 1997). 

2.7.15 Signal conditioning in Raman spectrophotometer 

The information from the detector or transducer of the instrument , is often 

obtained in the terms of current intensity ,voltage level ,frequency or signal phase 

relative to a standard .Voltage measurement are the easiest to make ,because the 

signal from transducer can be directly a applied to amplifier having a high input 

impedance ,usually the input device in the amplifiers in modern equipments is the 

filed effect transistor (FET) or metal oxide field effect transistor (MOSFET) as the 

inherently offer a high input impedance ,in order to make accurate measurement of 

voltage ,it is necessary to ensure that the input impedance of the measuring device is 

large as compared to the output impedance of the signal source .This is done to 

minimize the error that would occur ,if an appreciable fraction of the signal source 

were dropped across the source impedance (R.S Khandpour 2006 ). 

2.7.16 Raman spectrophotometer chart recorders 

Every early laboratory possesses recorders of different varieties for recording 

various types of analog signal generated by Raman instruments. The most elementary 

electronic recording system consists of three important components ,namely the signal 

conditioner ,the writing part and the chart drive mechanism .the signal conditioner 

usually consists of pre- amplifier and the main amplifier .Both these amplifiers have 

to satisfy specific operating requirements such as input impedance ,gain and 

frequency response characteristic .For recording analog signals ,the writing part may 

be of the direct writing part of the direct writing galvanometric type ,or the null 

balancing potentiometeric type (R.S Khandpour, 2006 ). 

2.7.17 Interface of Raman with a computer 

Software for connecting Raman instrument to computer need to establish a 

connection between an instrument and computer, two software layers required is: 

1-Input output (I/O) libraries 

2-Instrument drivers 

And input output I/O library is asset of standardized instrument function that 

communicate to the instrument in character strings. Instrument driver is a software 

models ,which allow instrument functions to be called using a software subroutines to 
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automate complete or repetitive test sequences .An applications development 

environment, is required which could be graphical programming language written 

specifically for Raman test measurement applications ,such as VEE from Hewlett 

Packard (HP) and labview from National instruments (Phillchrist and Borrine stable 

2005) 

It quick and easy to make a user interface in labview panel design is totally 

graphical code, with a programmer just using common drag and drop method to place 

graph indicators, button, anywhere on the screen just by intermediate labview 

programmer call data acquisition program (R.S Khandpour 2006). 

2.7.18 Fourier transform (FT) Raman spectroscopy 
Conventional and Fourier transform (FT) Raman are based on the same 

principle as described in the previous chapters. FT Raman differs from conventional 

Raman in two important ways; first the laser wavelength used to excite samples lies in 

the near-IR .Second instead of using dispersive gratings a Michelson interferometer is 

used to analyze scattered light (Hendra, eta/1991). 

An FT Raman instrument consists of the following components; 

(1) A laser most often a 1064 nm Nd: YAG and diode lasers (750 -900) nm for 

sample excitation. 

(2) One or more filters such as dielectric and holographic Notch filter, to effectively 

block the Rayleigh scattering. 

(3) An efficient Interferometer (Michelson interferometer). 

(4) A highly sensitive detector as low band gap semiconductors particularly Indium 

Gallium Arsenide (In Ga As) cooled by liquid nitrogen. 

(5) A capability to do a fast Fourier-transform. 

On an acquired interferogram.The laser chosen is usually a near-IR laser to 

avoid any sample Fluorescence that might arise. (Hendra, eta/1991) 

An FT instrument is built around an interferometer. Such an instalment has 

several advantages. First there are no slit on entrance of the interferometer, this give 

high throughout for FT Raman(Moham eta/,2002).The high throughput of the 

interferometer is called the Jacquinot advantage. .The other advantage is (multiplex 

advantage) FT Raman allows simultaneous detection of all the wavelengths of light 

and this is primary reason why an FT instrument records a spectrum in a shorter time 

than a grating instrument and increase the signal to noise ratio (Moham eta/, 2002). 
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Reduction in the number of samples that exhibit laser-induced fluorescence, ease of 

operation as with an FT spectrometer and high spectral resolution with good 

wavelength accuracy. 

Two of the most important advantages associated with the FT approach are 

acquinot and Felgett (also known as "multiplex") advantages (Hendra etal, 1991) 

The twin advantages more than offset the loss in scattering efficiency 

because of longer wavelength excitation (compared to visible). An additional 

advantage of FT Raman spectroscopy is the accuracy of the wavenumber values in a 

spectrum. This is important when spectra are to be subtracted. 
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Chapter Three 

Materials and Methods 

3.1 Introductions 

The Raman spectrophotometer contains an optics and electronics 

components, which has been used to acquire the signals in order to be displayed in a 

different output format. Section 3.1. Shows description of the original setup of the 

Raman spectrophotometer. In section 3.2. The setup problems have been stated, in 

order to determine miss part, malfunction or inefficient parts in the Raman 

spectrophotometer. 

The developing of the Raman spectrophotometer in which several and different 

part have been replaced and added was describe in section 3.3. In section 3.4. The 

software used for interface of the Raman Instrument and computer for the data 

acquisition has been presented. 

In section 3.5. The experimental procedures for the preparation of the samples and 

data collection in order to be display the spectrum of Raman properties. 

3.2 The original setup of Raman spectrophotometer 

The full instrument part is containing: 

a) Jobin Yvon Ramanor HG2 monochromator 

b) Photomultiplier tube detector with refrigerated chamber model: TE -104-RE 

c) High voltage power supply. 

) Handscaninng \key link from Jobin Yvon CIV 301 type CIV amplifier. 

Figure (3.1) main parts of the Raman specrophotometer setup . 

i '<*n£Bttm i inn' 3^m'™v^^-*r>'-*^^^m!a*m**&?*>«*ffmSi*m*M 

Figure (3.1) main parts of the Raman spectrophotometer 
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3.2.1 Description of the original setup 

a) Jobin Yvon Ramanor HG2 double monochromator with holographic 

grating ,Czerny- Turner configuration see figure (4.2) consists concave mirrors first 

collimating light source( mirrorl) and second focusing the dispersed light from the 

grating(mirror 2) one concave mirror with focal length 500mm .grating 

1800grooves/mm with focal length 1000mm, other mirrors are plane mirrors . 

monochromator aperture ratio (f/8). 

k I ^ J 0 B I Y V 0 N RAMANOR HG2S 

Figure (3.2) JOBIN RAMANOR HG 2S monochromator optical system. 

Figure (3.3) illustrate Czerny -Turner configuration used in Ramanor HG 2S 

B) The photomultiplier tube 

The photomultiplier tube (PMT) is cooled product for research with refrigerated 

chamber model TE -104 -RE the cooling system is not available, with high voltage power 

supply type. 
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Figure (3.4) the EMI Photomultiplier tube of the original setup. 

C) Handscan 

The handscan of our system is Jobin Yvon CIV 301 with two RS 488 -37 pin, RS 

232. first RS 488 is for the supply of the instrument .second RS 488 for sending data, RS 

2 for wavelength signal. In the panel there are many keys, for different wavelength 

from 100—-900nm, the sensitivity keys and other functions of the instrument. 

D) Amplifier 

The amplifier of the systems with mark E 97 it has five channels and many cards 

for different function it work probably but the output voltage is not matching the card of 

the computer. See figure( 3.5). 

"%•• 

Figure (3.5) the original amplifier in the setup before modification. 

3.2 Problems of the original setup 

There are many problems encourage me to develop and rebuilt the instrument, 

the production of this type was stopped since 1993 this means there are no spare part 

for any parts the cost of the setup is very high, and this instrument is not available in 

the Sudanese laboratories 

The missed part is: 

1-Ominiscribe chart recorder 

2-Cooling system for photomultiplier detector 
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I 3- No sample illumination system, cell holder and cuvet. 

4-Handscanning faulty some devices missed. 

5- No light sources obtained and available. 

6- System not calibrated. 

Due to the above stated problems of the Raman spectrophotometer, the Raman 

stem developed,this done by using an instrument card through using labVIEW 

omputer based program. 

For the reason that the PMT detector is a very sensitive to the temperature and 

ue to the lake of the cooling system facility in the lab, the EMI PMT changed by the 

etector of RCA IP28 type, which is less sensitive to the temperature and it do the 

e purpose as EMI detector. 

.3 Experimental procedures for developing. 

.3.1 Alignment of the optical system 

The alignment of the optical system in this experiment done by many steps, the 

anual alignment has been done by removing the spectrophotometer's cover as well 

the monochromater's shutter of the exit slit is closed, optical path passed through 

l the mirrors and gratings finally to the exit slit then to detector photomultiplier tube 

MT). This was done to define the optical axis of the spectrophotometer by using 

e-Ne laser source. 

3.3.2 Detection system 

For the light detection, the Photomultiplier tube (PMT) Type RCA-IP28 used 

ead of the EMI cooling (PMT). 

RCA-IP28 (PMT) is one of the most important single elements photo 

etectors, work in transmission mode ,window material is glass UV ,spectral range 

185-650)nm {data sheet for RCA.2006). 

Figure (3.6) RCA photomultiplier tube uncooled. 



The above type mentioned of the PMT is used for many reasons first it does 

not need a cooling system, due to it's nature form the manufacturer Second the RCA 

EP28 S-5 window range of UV is very suitable for the Raman spectroscopy (R.J. 

HEMILY and P.M BILL, 1989). Moreover this PMT type has high quantum 

efficiency and low dark current and noise, which a favorable characteristic in use. 

3.3.3 Calibration of the PMT RCA IP28 

We check the signals present from the PMT by signal generator (function 

mode) to ensure that the output from the photomultiplier tube reached the detector. 

The power supply contain different output voltages, we use oscilloscope (407 model 

t=200us) to check the output voltage from the photomultiplier tube. In order to obtain 

suitable range for the PMT tube from the graph we notice the linearity between the 

input and output until reach the saturation point. In the range greater than 800 volt, 

This discuss in the next section, we limit suitable voltage supply between (500 -800 

Figure (3.7) high voltage PMT power supply 

ire (3.8) Signal generator in frequency mode used to check the output from PMT 
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Figure (3.9): Calibration curves of the PMT RCA IP28. Light source used was a 

He-Ne laser. 

The results obtained by using photomultiplier tube RCA EP28 , from the RCA 

company it is high sensitivity , current amplification ,quantum efficiency ,and 

maximum wavelength response . 

Calibration curve showed the linearity of the voltage for the PMT. In the high 

voltage the output deviates from the ideal linearity. This is caused by the anode .. 

3.3.4 Hand scan 

Handscan held controller, which will scan the wavelengths of the 

monochromator, control the opening or closer of the shutters, slits, operate 

motorized grating, and moving mirrors. The type JOBIN YVON Hand scan use 

RS 488 interface connection to the system ,unfortunately the transformer that 

supply the system was burnt, no spare available for this type of the transformer, 

We spinning the transformer after obtaining turns, magnetic stress and material 

type of the wire it working probably but there are some heat. 

. . < . . . . ^ r . . . . ; , • • : 

• ' - ' . * • ' 

Figure (3.10) handscan for Raman spectrophotometer. 
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r3.4.5Calibration of the handscan 

The scanning is accomplished by precision stepper motor drive, turn on or 

stop the drive at low speeds slowly to make accelerating or decelerating for the 

desired speed, switch room light off, to notice the spot light intensity, from high 

intensity to low by using cardboard, switch on the handscan the light from He -Ne 

falls on the internal slits, during the turning of handscan, the intensity of the spot, 

increase and decrease. 

3.4.6 Amplifier 

In order to enhance the result of our system. We add a new log amplifier, 

the old one is not suitable for the card, the output voltage DC signal from old 

amplifier (see figure4.4) is between (18 -20)volt , it is high voltage for the card, 

this changed by other log amplifier (figure 4.9) has two amplifiers first is four 

channel and second two channel after the calibration, we select type (FACS 

logarithmic amplifier ) four channel ,because the output voltage of the log 

amplifier is matching our card, we describe this in the calculations of the code 

width and the curves as shown below. 

Figure (3.1 l)illustrate log amplifier for developed system 

A/ Dual amplifier four channel. 

Channel I/O nput voltage (V) Output voltage(V) 

"hi in—ch2 out 18 

"hiin—ch3 out 1.58 

Ch3in—ch2 out 1.35 

Ch3 in—ch4 out 1.50 

Code width from dual amplifier four channels 

1 Channel No 

Chi in^:h2 out 

1 Chi in—ch3 out 

Output voltage (V) 

18 

1.58 

Code width (mv) 

4.39 

0.38 



Ch3in—ch2 out 

Ch3 in—ch4 out 

1.35 

1.50 

0.32 

0.36 

B/ Dual amplifier two- channel. 

Channel/I/O 

Chlin-Ch2out 

Ch2in-Chlout 

Input voltage(V) 

18 

18 

Output voltage(V) 

8,86 

4,39 

Code width from dual amplifier two channels: 

Channel No 

Chlin-Ch2out 

Ch2in-Chlout 

Output voltage (V) 

8,86 

4,39 

Code width (mv) 

2.177 

1.071 

The smaller code width means more accurate measurement for this the dual 

amplifier four channels (Ch3in—ch2 out) was selected to be input for the labview 

card. 

3.5 LabVIEW program 

It is abbreviation of the laboratory Virtual Instrument Engineering workbench. 

labview is a graphical programming language that uses icons, in stead of lines of text 

Wed on the programming language ,where instruction determine program 

executions Jabview use dataflow programming where data determine execution . 

In labview we build a user interface by using a set of tools and objects .the 

Ber interface is known as the front panel ,you add code using graphical 

bpresentation of functions to control the front panel and the block diagram contain 

Ibecode. 

, It is integrated fully for communication with hardware such as graphical 
i 

arallel interface bus (GPIB) ,VXI,PXI„RS-32,RS-482 , universal serial bus(USB) 

nd plug -in data acquisition devices, also have a feature for connecting to the 

ttemet using labview server and software standard such as TCP/IP networking . 

We using labview, to create 32-bit compiled applications that give you the fast 

locution speed, needed for custom data acquisition, test, measurement and control 

)Mon (labview getting started guide 2003). 
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3.5.1 Front panel 

The front panel is the user interface of the virtual instrument , we build the 

front panel with controls and indicators, which are the interactive input and output 

terminal of the VI respectively push button, dials and other input devices, indicators 

and graph control simulate instrument input device, and supply data to the block 

diagram (labview getting started guide 2003). 
fc _ ?'" "" 

i~ 
.~.~,,*« 

Figure (3.12) front panel of labview program for Raman spectrophotometer. 

3.5.2 Block diagram 

After the building diagram of the front panel code added by using graphical 

representation of functions, to control the front panel objects ,the block diagram 

contains the graphical sources code appear as terminal on the block diagram .every 

control or indicator on the front panel has corresponding terminal on the block 

diagram. 
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Figure (3.13) labview program for Raman spectrophotometer. 

The block diagram contains four sections: 

1-Create physical channel 

2-Set sample rate 

3-Read and write 

4-Clear 

3.5.3 Acquisition system 

The labview card is general-purpose device that acquires or generates data, can 

contain multiple channels, and generate analog signals and digital signals such as 

pulses. The device connected directly to the internal bus of computer through a plug-

in slot. 

The DAQ converts the incoming signal into a digital signal the computer can 

use. The application for DAQ measurement system also uses the software that 

processes the data (labview data acquisition manual 2003). 

Before computer- base measurement measure a physical signal, such as 

temperature, a sensor or transducer must convert the physical signal to electrical one. 

Such as voltage or current, you cannot connect signals to a plug- in DAQ devises, you 

must use signal-conditioning accessories to condition the signal before the plug- in 

DAQ devise covert them to digital information. 
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In this experiment, we use universal serial bus (USB) for it is high speed and 

reliability the plug-in DAQ devise resides in the computer. We plug the devise into 

the PCI slot of desktop, or the PCMCIA slot of a laptop computer for portable DAQ 

measurement. 

We break down analog signal into three catergies ,direct current ,time domain 

,and frequency domain ,also there two type for the signal from DC, nonreference and 

reference sources, reference as said to be grounded , ,and nonreference sources. 

* * 

Figure (3,14) lab VIEW card from national instrument. 

3.5.4 Sampling consideration 

A/Resolution 

The number of bits used to represent an analog signal determine the resolution 

of the analog to digital converter(ADC), more marks give more precise measurement 

the higher number of division into the measurements. 

B/Device range 

Refer to the maximum and minimum analog signal levels that ADC can 

digitize and we can match the ADC range, so that the signal to take best advantage of 

the available resolution, there are two range one from -10 to volt +10 volt and the 

other from 0 to 10 volt. 
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C/Signal limit settings 

Limit setting means the maximum and minimum values of the signal we 

measured it from the amplifier, more precise limit setting allows the ADC to use more 

digital division to represent the signal. 

D/Sampling rate 

One of the most important parameters for an analog input system is rate at 

which the measurement device samples an incoming signal or generate the output 

signal ,this is called scan rate in traditional NI -DAQ is the speed at which device is 

acquire or generate a sample on each channel. 

When the sampling is too slowly results in a poor representation of the analog 

signal ,under sampling causes the signal appear as if it has a different frequency than 

it actually does .this miss presentation of signal called aliasing . 

Aliasing cause a false lower frequency component to appear in the sampled 

data of a signal, increasing sampling frequency increase the number of data points 

acquired in a given time period, fast sampling frequency provides the maximum 

frequency an accurate represent without aliasing as below . 
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Figure (3.15) illustrate the increase in the data point. 

The problem of aliasing solved by configuring new buffers to enhance and 

increase data point. 

3.6 Operational procedures: 

The apparatus used to measure Raman shift for the sample is present, there are 

two types of laser sources that have been used first He -Ne laser it is wavelength 

(632.8 nm) and power 0. 4m W ,the selection of the of the source depend on the 

sample, He-Ne laser need filters to prevent, all undesired light to reaching 

spectrometer and swamping the relative weak Raman signal ,laser transmitting filter 

inserted between the laser and the sample, to block undesired light from the source, 

such as spontaneous emission, or plasma lines generated between sample and laser. 

Although the pulsed nitrogen laser it wavelength 337.1 nm is used in 

the UV region for many samples such as benzene, hexane, cyclohexane, sodium 

supplicate.The cuvete placed in holder. Supported by stainless holder it, it contain all 

the sample continents except analyte, in order to make the baseline correction for the 

instrument. 

Turn the photomultiplier tube power supply on. Wait 30 minutes to warm up, 

when the time completed turn the handscan, open the computer. From start, select 

program -National instrument -labview set the parameters like sample rate from the 

block diagram by click (Ctrl+E) limit the range, and set other parameters from 

properties. 

The instrument response of the blank is subtracted from the sample, to measure 

real Raman signal from sample. 
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3.7 Samples 

To ensure that our setup is working probably some sample used in the new 

setup to make a comparison with other instruments. 

3.7.1 Cyclohexane : 

General properties 

Cyclohexane is colorless, water insoluble and highly flammable liquid with a 

sweet, aromatic odor. Purity 99% percentage 

Physical properties 

Optical wavelength (nm) 

Molecular weight 84.16 

Freezing point 6.54 °C 

Boiling point 80.73 °C 

Density (g/cm3) 0.778 

Refractive index 1.426 

Viscosity (C poise) 0.98 

Dielectric constant 2.023 

Ionization potential (eV) 9.8 

Solubility : 0.10% in water. 

Nonpolar organic solvent 

Wavelength (nm) 200 210 220 230 

240 250 300. 

3.7.2 Hexane: 

Is a colorless, water insoluble and highly flammable liquid 

Purity of the sample in the experiment %99 

Physical properties 

Molecular weight 86.18 

Freezing point -95.4 °C 

Boiling point 68.74 °C 

Density (g/cm3) 0.6594 0.6548 

Refractive index 1.3749 

Viscosity (C poise) 0.3126 0.2985 

Dielectric constant 1.8799 
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Ionization potential (eV) 10.18 

Solubility : 0.00095 in water. 

Nonpolar organic solvents. 

Optical properties: 

Wavelength (nm) 190 200 210 220 230 240 250 

3.7.3 Benzene: 

Is an organic chemical compound with formula C(, H^. It is a colorless and 

flammable liquid. Benzene is an aromatic hydrocarbon. It is carcinogenic and it use as 

additive in gasoline is now limited precursor in the production of drugs, plastics, 

synthetic rubber, and dyes, purity of sample in the experiment is %99 

Melting point 5.5° c (278.6 k) 

Billing point 80.1° c (353.2k) 

Viscosity 0.652 cp at 20° c 

Molecular formula C6H6 

3.7.4 Sodium sulfate Na2 S04: 

Sodium Sulfate is Sodium Salt of Sulfuric acid - with an annual production of 

6 million tonnes, Anhydrous, its white crystalline solid of formula Na2 SO4; the 

dehydrate Na2 SO4. 10 H2O has Known as Glaubers salt sodium sulfate is mainly used 

for the manufacture of detergents and in the Kraft process of paper. Purity of the 

sample is percentage99.5 

Properties: 

142.04 g/mol anhydrous 

268.15 g/ mol hebtahydrate 

322.20 g/mol decahyrate 

Appearance: 

White crystalline solid, hydrate hydroscopic 2.68 g/cm , anhydrous (orthorhombic 

form) 

Density: 

1.464 g/cm3 (decarbohydrate) 

Temperature: 

o 

884 C 
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Sodium Sulfate is chemically very stable being uncreative towards most 

oxidizing or reducing agents at normal temperature at high temperature, it can 

reduced to sodium sulfate it is natural salt. 

3.7.5 Carbon tetrachloride CCL4: 

Carbon tetrachloride , also known by many name chemical compound CCL4 

.it is a reagent in synthetics chemistry, it is colorless liquid with a"sweet"smell. 

purity %99 

Properties 

Molecular formula 

Molar mass 

Appearance 

Density 

Melting point 

Boiling point 

Solubility in water 

Structure 

Thermodynamic 

Spectral data 

CCL4 

153.82 

colorless liquid 

1.5842 g/cm3, liquid 

-22.72 °C 

76.72 C 

8 at 20 °C 

Crystal structure 

Molecular shape tetrachloride 

phase behavior 

Solid , liquid, gas. 

UV ,IR,NMR,MS. 
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Chapter four 

Results ,Discussions and conclusions 

4.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter the method used for carrying out the experimental 

procedures to build the Raman spectrophotometer and their spectra of the test 

samples were presented . The results obtained after installation of the labview card 

ordinary. 

4.2 Results 

4.2.1 Sodium sulfate( Na2S04) 

Fig( 4.1) Raman shift ofNa2S04 

This sample was used as an example of the study of the applications of Raman 

spectroscopy in the study of inorganic solid materials ,the spectra peak was found to 

be at 977.280 cm"1. 

When compared to results from literature (fig 4.1) below which was found to 

be at 983.89 cm"1 we see difference of 6cm"1. 
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Fig(4.2) Raman shift Na2SC>4 from literature Ref ( Basics of Raman spectroscopy 
by (Mohammed , 2002 ) . 

4.2.2 Cyclohexane 

3000 2500 2000 1500 1000 

Raman Shiftfcm-1) 
500 

Figure (4.3) Raman shift of cyclohexane light source was pulsed nitrogen laser. 

This sample was used as an example of the application of Raman in organic 

component the spectra peak was found to be at (2941-2873)cm"'. 

When compared results from Raman data bands from(JOBIN YVON RAMAN 

DATA) was found to be between (2800 to 3000)cm_1it was in the range . 
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4.2.3 Hexane 
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Figure (4.4) Raman shift of Hexane light source used was pulsed nitrogen laser 

The spectra peak at 2879-2688 cnf'compared to literature from Raman data analysis 

was found between 2800 to 3000 cm"'Ref(JOBrN YVON RAMAN DATA). 

4.2.4 Tetrachloride (CCL4) 
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Fig (4.5). the Raman shift of carbon tetrachloride light source was He-Ne laser. 

The spectra peaks showed stokes lines at 15750 ,15590,15510 and 15339 cm"1' 

When compared the result from literature Fig( 4.6) below which was found to be at 

15800,15600,15500 cm"1 difference at 11cm"1. 
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f i g u r e J. A Raman spectrum o1 carbon t-i-trachloikte. 

Fig(4.6): Raman shift of carbon tetracholoride from literature ( David W.Ball 

Feburary 2002). 

4.2.5 Benzene 
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Fig(4.7):Raman shift of benzine light source used was pulsed nitrogen laser. 

This sample was used as an example of aromatic components the spectra 

peak was found to be at 998 cm* .When compared to results from literature which 

was found to be at 999cm"1 (Willard H.H ,1988) .we see difference of 1 cm" . 
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4.3 CONCLUSIONS 

The main purpose of the study was to rebuilt and developed the Raman 

spectrophotometer instrument. This was done using different procedures of the 

hardware and software by designing a data acquisition system. An extensive set of 

measurements after rebuilding and developing were done. It is generally accepted 

that the measurement of the sample using lab VIEW card, is more accurate and it gives 

an additional properties which were not found in the normal chart recorder for 

obtained Raman spectra. 

In this work, the developed instrument has been presented and validated. This 

was done by matching the output results from different samples with the 

correspondent measured results from other instrument in the same company, or 

published data. From the previous chapters several conclusions could be made. 

1. Rebuilding of the system was done successively by local facilitates. 

2. The instrument was electronically controlled 

3. Replacement of the detector by an air-cooled RCA IP28 photo multiplier tube 

detector was successive. 

4. Samples used showed results similar to literature not quite the best could be 

obtained with Raman spectrophotometer anti-stokes lines disappear .It needs more 

enhancement to help us. 

5. System of Raman spectrophotometer interfaced to computer by lab VIEW card 

6-Raman spectroscopy applications introduced for first time to the Sudanese 

laboratories. 
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